Partner up with TEDxGeneva 2017
Technology Entertainment & Design

Since 2013, our team has organized, twice a year, the world-known TEDx conferences in
Geneva: the first conference takes place in spring with all talks being in English and the
participation of ITU (International Telecommunication Union). The second one is conducted in
French with the HEG-GE/HES-SO (University of Applied Science in Geneva) in autumn. Our
various speakers will share their thoughts, in order to provoke and inspire us. This takes place
in a cosy and creative atmosphere, with cocktail and networking opportunities. The theme
chosen is intentionally broad and open in order to explore the subjects and ideas that will be
shared.

June 12 2017, 17h-22h : ENGLISH - Theme: Future crossroads
In June, about 600 state and international delegates are taking part in the World Summit of
Information Society (WSIS 2017) held at the International Telecommunications Union (ITU).
They will be attending TEDxGeneva, along with local decision makers from SMEs and creative
companies.
About the theme Future crossroads : TEDxGeneva
brings you to the crossroads of our fast-changing
society – the crossroads of technology acceleration,
human tradition, and artificial intelligence in our
interconnected world. We are all living through these
crossroads, together. This event merges our humanistic
approach with speakers and participants at the nexus of
these crossroads, each with vastly different experiences
drawn from the private sector, civil society, cyber world,
and international governance.

8th of November 2017 16h-22h : FRANCAIS -Theme: to be decided
Since 2013, in the university campus of Battelle (Economics, Management), we welcome 400
leaders from the academic and business world: an innovative economics, business and IT
community with a human approach, coupled with creativity, design and entrepreneurship, for
an edition full of surprises.

About TED and TEDx
TED was born in 1984 out of Richard Saul Wurman's observation of a powerful convergence
among three fields: Technology, Entertainment and Design. The first TED included a demo
of the compact disc, the e-book and cutting-edge 3D graphics from Lucasfilm, while
mathematician Benoit Mandelbrot demonstrated how to map coastlines using his developing
theory of fractal geometry.
Meanwhile the scope of presenters broadened to include scientists, philosophers,
musicians, business and religious leaders, philanthropists, and many others. TEDx was
created in the spirit of TED's mission, "ideas worth spreading." It supports independent
organizers who want to create a TED-like event in their own community.
The TED community is global and local, it is huge:
●
●
●
●

More than 3,2 million daily views of 2,400 TED talks;
More than 3,000 TEDx conferences in 126 countries within the past 8 years;
27,000 volunteers translated over 112,000 talks in more than 114 languages;
More than 10,000 world-class speakers.

The conferences are webcasted to ensure a maximum outreach to the widest public audience
possible (Creative Commons license BY-NC-ND : no commercial use, no modification).

Why do we do it?
We passionately believe in the power of ideas to change attitudes, lives, and the world. Our
purpose is to make great ideas accessible, in order to spark discussion and debate. We’re
building an open library of knowledge from the world's most inspired thinkers — and a
community of inquisitive souls who engage with ideas and with each other. We are looking for
partners who share our passion and our goals.

Why would you do it?
Supporting TEDxGeneva means :
●
●

Participating in the life of the city;
Associating your organization with the creation of new ideas worth spreading;

●

Raising awareness of the issues of our century among the the political, economic,
and civil spheres;
Enhancing the reputation of international Geneva

●

What is in it for you ?
First and foremost, you will gain the satisfaction of being a member of this TEDx community of
individuals and companies that are actively committed to Ideas Worth Spreading.
Pragmatically, it is an opportunity for your organization to promote your brand, your products,
and your services to an audience of leaders, decision makers, and creative types. You will
increase your visibility through our visuals, our videos, or during the event. Once a sponsor,
you may also mention your affiliation with TED in your own communications - a connection to a
globally recognized brand.
Lastly, TEDxGeneva can serve as a special occasion, an out-of-the-ordinary event for your
partners, customers, and employees.
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How does it work ?
Since another event may be scheduled in 2017, and since each partner is unique with
individual needs, we will work with you to develop a customized sponsorship plan, based on
the following guidelines:

Max. 4 partners

Max. 8 partners

Max. 16 partners

> CHF 12’500

CHF 5’000

CHF 2’000

Visibility

Visibility

Visibility

- on www.tedxgeneva.net

- on www.tedxgeneva.net

- on www.tedxgeneva.net

website for the duration of the website for one year

website for one year

partnership

- on the video (end)

- on the printout of one of the

- on the videos (beginning +

- on the program

two editions

end), indefinitely

+1 custom-made option of

- on the partner slide shown

- on the access badges

your choice according to the

during the event

- on our program

offers below, with possible

- banner during the event

moderate additional cost

+1-2 custom-made options
of your choice according to
the offers below
10 to 20 VIP tickets

6 to 10 VIP tickets

5 VIP tickets

We encourage you to view TEDx as an incubator of ideas within your own company. We hope
that you will participate as a partner, and also as a member of the TEDx community. We look
forward to hearing your ideas and especially to welcoming you in our community.
As a follow up to our discussions, we offer customizable services, with a clear price
estimation. Once accepted, the partnership is confirmed. Regarding the 2 and 3 star offers, we
prioritize a partnership over 3-5 years’ duration.
Your payment supports the cost of essential expenses like :
- The speakers’ travel cost. They aren’t earning any money for sharing their ideas, they
are doing it because of their passion.
- The video recording and editing by a professional studio based in our area
- Broadcasting equipment rental, communication and marketing material
- Catering, administration, volunteers
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HERE ARE SOME PARTNERSHIP EXAMPLES, CUSTOMIZABLE TO
YOUR OBJECTIVES
1. COCKTAIL DINNER PARTNER
Be the main partner of the closing cocktail dinner at 8pm in the beautiful park and premises of
the Ecole Hôtelière Geneva. This event will be attended by representatives from the
participating countries in the World Summit on Information Society (WSIS), as well as
speakers coming from four different continents.
You will receive VIP tickets as well, which includes well
placed seats booked for your customer/partners in the
CICG room. This room has a capacity of 950 seats and a
table or space reserved for the cocktail dinner organized
by our top level catering partner. The number of VIP
tickets depends on the partnership chosen (2, 3 stars).
Additional tickets are available at CHF100.-.
2. INTERNAL WORKSHOP "LET'S PITCH TED-STYLE"
We can offer to your community a “sell-ideas”
workshop with a maximum of 30 (preferably
12-15) attendees, based on TED-style
communication. There is a wide literature on
pitching innovator’s ideas : the TED spirit is
based on an idea to a story that we help to
appreciate, refine and adopt in your everyday
practice of sales communication.
We offer a collaborative educational support
with 1-2 members of your community, such as
coaches,trainers, communication consultants.
3. INTERNAL TALENT COMPETITION (TEDx-like)
We can co-manage an internal competition within your
organization to possibly bring a speaker from your
community to present a talk during TEDxGeneva. In any
case, the results of this internal contest can be recorded.
It would be an interesting product for the web-TV of your
community, and a fun internal challenge.
However, there’s no guarantee that the selected person
can give his/her talk on the TEDxGeneva stage. The
reason may be the quality of the speaker, as well as the
independence of the curation from the financial contributors: this independence allowed the
TED brand to establish itself as a leader in innovation and technology conferences. Here too,
you can offer VIP tickets to your community- it could be to your partners, members,
collaborators or customers.
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4. PUBLICATIONS
We offer you the possibility to link your logo to our printed publication which
will be produced and shown before, during and after the event to the
audience interested in innovation, technology, entertainment, and design in
Geneva.
We produce various printouts that are extending and supporting the
approach. All printouts can be distributed to your community. The common
point of these publications is that they are all of public interest, informative
and functional. An example is the publication: Internet best practices
manual, culture of change, see the book Netizen (Citoyens du Net,
https://tinyurl.com/livreCDN).
5. INTERNAL WEB-TV: VIDEOCAST
We could produce together a video interview,
private or not, of one of our key-note speakers,
for your website and/or your online courses,
which can be used for your internal training as
well. Video publication would be under the
same licence as the TEDx conferences,
allowing a wide broadcasting of knowledge
under your sponsorship.
6. TEDx SPEAKER@OFFICE
We offer an additional conference in your
offices by one of our 20 key-note speakers of
your choice.
Longer and more detailed conferences are
possible and can be very interesting, as the
TED format allows a maximum of 18 minutes
per talk, and in a different setting we could
organise a 45-75 minutes talk, on a topic
linked to your areas of interest.
Offers 5 and 6 can be combined.
7. STAND DURING THE EVENT
You can introduce your products (no sales) during the
breaks of the event (beginning, intermission in the French
edition, cocktail reception) to the audience and throughout
the week of the WSIS (World Summit of the Information
Society, 2017 edition) Forum.
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Contact
Théo BONDOLFI, curator & licensee
theo.bondolfi@tedxgeneva.net / Phone +41 76 376 97 76
Bouchra GRICH, fundraising & partnership
bouchra.grich@tedxgeneva.net  / Phone +41 79 818 82 83
Thanasis PRIFTIS, cooperation with ITU & co-organisation
thanasis.priftis@ynternet.org  / Phone +41 78 933 80 25
Yaëlle HEUBI, partnership developer
yaelle.heubi@tedxgeneva.net / Phone+41 78 654 27 18
Jennifer PAUSE, partnership developer
jennifer.pause@tedxgeneva.net / Phone +41 78 697 17 33

For more information
About TED
What is TEDx?
About TEDxGeneva

www.ted.com
http://tiny.cc/whatistedx
www.tedxgeneva.net

They supported TEDxGeneva previous editions:
European Commission, Fairward, Hewlett Packard Enterprise,
Service de la promotion économique de Genève, Piguet Galland & Cie, Switcher,
Infomaniak, Labellebleue.ch, Lumens8, Fondation Emilie Gourd,
My Big Geneva, Oraline, Outofzbox, Prolibre, RAW-LAB, , SI-Swiss Informatics Society,
Social IN, Sylvain&Co, Remarq, Caritas and several others.
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